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ROADMAP



Storytelling

• This story mixes physics and history

• Can lead with physics (my PKS talk in 
summer 2014-see my Slideshare page)

• Can lead with history (my talk from January 
this year-ditto)

• Today  will try and balance the two 

• Note: In interests of time have dropped the 
“panorama” mentioned in abstract



1/f noise : why it matters,
Why it’s puzzling 

Many solutions (or one) ?

One solution: Long range 
dependent kernel, non-
Markovian,  fractional 

Gaussian noise. Physics now 
known to be the generalised 
Langevin equation, fGn is its 

noise term 

Another: Long tailed waiting times 
between switching-fractional renewal 

process/continuous time random walk.
Motivated by physics of weak 

ergodicity breaking. 

( ) ~S f f ( ) ~ Q(T)S f f 

( ) ~S f f 

• Non-ergodic route

Ergodic route



Formula versus fact

“Like the ear, the eye is very 

sensitive to features that the 

spectrum does not reflect. Seen 

side by side, different 1/f noises, 

Gaussian [i.e. fGn], dustborne [i.e. 

fractional renewal] and multifractal, 

obviously differ from one another”-

Mandelbrot, Selecta N, 1999.

“Nothing can be more fatal to 

progress than a too confident 

reliance on mathematical symbols; 

for the student is only too apt  to … 

consider the formula and not the 

fact as the physical reality”.  

Thomson (Kelvin) & Tait, 1890 

edition.



THE ENIGMA OF “1/F”



“1/f” spectra 

• 1/f noise-fractals in time
• One explanation (c.f. Bak’s SOC) or several ?
• SOC links  1/f in time to spatial correlation 

functions in “avalanching” critical systems
• But spectra and correlation functions based on 

ergodicity-“misbehave” on non ergodic 1/f  
signals 

• Will later show you that that Mandelbrot made 
this last point in 1965-67, but mainly to 
engineers !



Tsurutani et al, GRL, 1991

1/f noise – fractals in time

Schottky, 1926

“There is …[a] … ubiquitous phenomenon which has 

defied explanation for decades. … a power spectrum 

decaying with an exponent near unity at low 

frequencies .... This type of behavior is known as “1/ f" 

noise, or flicker noise.” 

Voltage 

fluctuations in 

circuits

Fluctuating magnetic field in ionosphere



Why is 1/f puzzling ?

If  spectral density '( )  then i) it is singular as 

and ii) if we define an acf via time average ( )

and use Wiener-Khinchine theorem to  get  from Fourier tr
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Why is 1/f puzzling ?

If  spectral density '( )  then i) it is singular as 

and ii) if we define an autocorrelation  function via ( )

and use Wiener-Khinchine theorem to 
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• So two odd features

• Infrared catastrophe in the psd

• Highly non-Markovian autocorrelation behaviour

The cutoffs that would be needed to tame these are often not seen 



“The importance of Mandelbrot's discovery that fractals occur widespread in 

nature can hardly be exaggerated. Many things which we used to think of as 

messy and structureless are in fact characterized by well-defined power-law 

spatial correlation functions. …  is it possible to construct  a dynamical theory of 

the physics of fractals?”

-Bak and Chen, “The physics of fractals”  Physica D, 38(1-3), 1989.

1/f: a single origin ? 

“There is another ubiquitous phenomenon which has defied explanation for 

decades. … a power spectrum decaying with an exponent near unity at low 

frequencies .... This type of behavior is known as “1/ f" noise, or flicker noise.” 

“We believe that those two phenomena are often two sides of the same coin: 

they are the spatial and temporal manifestations of a self-organized critical 

state.”



As a matter of fact, I started with one, a very simplified view of 

the 1/f noise, which was lucky, because had I seen the whole 

monster I would have been totally overwhelmed … But very 

soon I realised that …  in fact you could have a spectrum, 1/f , 

while being of very many different kinds, … a discovery that at 

the same time is ... a shallow observation and at the same 

time also very profound, because 1/f is a formula. The same 

formula can be used as caption to all kinds of different 

phenomena – Benoit Mandelbrot,  Web of Stories, 1998.

Or several … ?





Models for  “1/f”

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

Selecta H

Selecta N



1/f noise : why it matters,
Why it’s puzzling 

Many solutions (or one) ?

One solution: Long range 
dependent kernel, non-
Markovian,  fractional 

Gaussian noise. Physics now 
known to be the generalised 
Langevin equation, fGn is its 

noise term 

Another: Long tailed waiting times 
between switching-fractional renewal 

process/continuous time random walk.
Motivated by physics of weak 

ergodicity breaking. 

( ) ~S f f ( ) ~ Q(T)S f f 

( ) ~S f f 

• Non-ergodic route

Ergodic route



ERGODICITY BREAKING 



Ergodic 
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Non-Ergodic 
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Non-ergodicity matters

• Physics can be non-ergodic

- Weak ergodicity breaking [Bouchaud,1992]

- Single particle tracking 

- Blinking quantum dots 

• Also economics ?

- St Petersburg  paradox [Bernoulli, 1713]



(Weak) ergodicity breaking [Bouchaud
1992]



Single particle tracking

• Bouchaud 1992



Blinking quantum dots

• Bouchaud 1992

[Physics Today,2008]



St Petersburg Paradox (Peters,2011)



Candidate models  

• Fractional renewal process (e.g. Lowen & 
Teich,1993, who always use cutoffs !) 

• Continuous Time Random Walk (Montroll
&Weiss,1965)

• Renewal reward process 
• Heavy tailed random telegraph (Niemann et al, 

2013)
• Common features
- Discrete states 
- Heavy tailed switching time distribution



Alternating Fractional Renewal 
Process (AFRP)

1 December 2015 26

Lowen and Teich, PRE, 1993 

Note cutoffs on inter event time



Alternating Fractional Renewal 
Process (AFRP)
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Lowen and Teich, PRE, 1993 

Note cutoffs on inter event time



Continuous Time Random Walk 
(CTRW )

1 December 2015 28

Montroll and Weiss 1965

Figure from Sokolov et al, Physics Today, 2002
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Renewal reward process

1 December 2015 29

Here jumps at {J} become 

rewards {W} and  waiting times 

become holding times {S}

“An … analogy is that we have a magic goose 

which lays eggs at intervals (holding times).   

Sometimes it lays golden eggs of random weight, and 

sometimes it lays toxic eggs (also of random weight) 

which require responsible (and costly) disposal. The 

"rewards"   are the successive (random) financial

losses/gains resulting from successive eggs 

(i = 1,2,3,...) .”-Wikipedia



Heavy tailed random telegraph 
(Niemann et al, 2013)

• Like Lowen & Teich AFRP 

but, crucially, without 

cutoffs



Nonergodic spectrum
•

Spectra depend on observed 

length of time series as well 

as waiting time exponent alpha



Strong fluctuations 
•

Strongly fluctuating estimates 

of average quantities 

such as power spectra. 



Differs from fGn
• Two state random telegraph clearly non-ergodic

• Strong contrast to long range dependent, fractional 
Gaussian noise model (fGn) (Kolmogorov, 1940; 
Mandelbrot, 1965) which is

- ergodic [Mandelbrot & Van Ness, 1968]

- "better" behaved [M 1967; M and van Ness, 1968]

- at cost of assuming “unphysical”, fully non-Markovian, 
memory kernel  

1 1
2 2

, 22fBm: ( ) ( ) ( )~ ( )
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Fractional motions and noises
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Fractional Brownian motion, H=0.7
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Build a nonstationary, self 

similar walk … (used wfbm in 

Matlab)
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Fractional Gaussian noise

fractional motion

Then differentiate to give a 

stationary LRD noise

fractional noise

2 1  H 2 1  H



1/f noise : why it matters,
Why it’s puzzling 

Many solutions (or one) ?

One solution: Long range 
dependent kernel, non-
Markovian,  fractional 

Gaussian noise. Physics now 
known to be the generalised 
Langevin equation, fGn is its 

noise term 

Another: Long tailed waiting times 
between switching-fractional renewal 

process/continuous time random walk.
Motivated by physics of weak 

ergodicity breaking. 

( ) ~S f f ( ) ~ Q(T)S f f 

( ) ~S f f 

• Non-ergodic route

Ergodic route



BACK TO THE 60S



1967 …



• Surprisingly, weak ergodicity foreshadowed by  
Mandelbrot !

• Will summarise his fractional renewal models 
inspired by telephone errors …

• .. & results, especially those in remarkably  far-
sighted paper [IEEE Trans  1967]. 

• Why has it been almost totally  overlooked in stats  
and physics literatures since 60s ? 

• Has this affected history of complexity science and 
way the subject is taught ? [Graves et al, 2014; 
Watkins et al, 2015]

• Epilogue: Where do fGn and fractional renewal 
classes sit in  wider modern context, as part “the 
panorama of grid bound variability". 



Famously hard to read …

• At once a compendium of Mandelbrot’s pioneering 
work and a sampling of new results, the presentation 
seems modeled on the brilliant avant-garde movie 
"Last Year in Marienbad", in which the usual flow of 
time is suspended, and the plot is gradually revealed 
by numerous but slightly different repetitions of a 
few underlying events. As Mandelbrot himself admits 
in the Preface, the presentation allows the reader 
unusual freedom of choice in the order in which the 
book is read. - Nigel Goldenfeld, “Last Year in 
Mandelbrot ”



… but worthwhile ?
In fact, I enjoyed this work most when I read it in random order, 

juxtaposing viewpoints and analyses separated in time by 3 decades, 
and making clear the progression of ideas that Mandelbrot has 
generated. These include:

• the classification of different forms of randomness, 

• their manifestation in terms of distribution theory, 

• their ability to be represented compactly, 

• the notion of trading time, 

• the importance of discontinuities, 

• the relationship between financial time series and turbulent time 
series, 

• the pathologies of commonly abused distributions, particularly the 
log-normal, and 

• a catalogue of the methods used to derive scaling distributions



Berger & Mandelbrot, 1963

• IBM J. Research & Development



Mandelbrot 1965



Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

[18] became 1965 IEEE

Boulder conference paper 

[N8 in Selecta 1999] 

& [19] the 1967 journal paper

[N9].

• Abrupt state changes 

“conditionally stationary”

• Fat tailed distributions of  

switching times: 

“Levy” (E[t^2] = ∞) case.  

Mandelbrot 1967



Continuous Time Random Walk 
(CTRW )
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Montroll and Weiss 1965,

Figure from Sokolov et al, Physics Today, 2002



Renewal reward process

1 December 2015 45

Here jumps at {J} become 

rewards {W} and  waiting times 

become holding times {S}

“An alternative analogy is that we have a magic goose 

which lays eggs at intervals (holding times).   

Sometimes it lays golden eggs of random weight, and 

sometimes it lays toxic eggs (also of random weight) 

which require responsible (and costly) disposal. The 

"rewards"   are the successive (random) financial

losses/gains resulting from successive eggs 

(i = 1,2,3,...) .”-Wikipedia





The conditional spectrum: 

Magnetosphere

• First key finding was that Wiener-Khinchine inspired measures like 

periodogram would return a ``1/f'' shape for such models, but that a more 

useful object was conditioned also on series length T.  This conditional 

spectrum S(f,T) would factor into two parts, one  dependent on f and one on T.

• In the 1967 paper he describes it thus (theta is determined by exponent of 

power law waiting time pdf = usual Levy alpha):



The conditional spectrum: 

Magnetosphere
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The conditional spectrum: 

Magnetosphere

• First key finding was that Wiener-Khinchine inspired measures like 

periodogram would return a ``1/f'' shape for such models, but that a more 

useful object was conditioned also on series length T.  This conditional 

spectrum S(f,T) would factor into two parts, one  dependent on f and one on T.

• In the 1967 paper he describes it thus (theta is determined by exponent of 

power law waiting time distribution = usual Levy alpha):

• “Numerical … 1/f … spectrum … need not … estimate … Wiener-

Khinchine spectrum”. M67 reviewed in N2, Selecta, 1999

Instead “depends on conditioning length T”. 

Unlike the stationary LRD model, singularity is an artefact.



The infrared catastrophe as mirage: 

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

• Rather than representing a true singularity in power at the 

lowest frequencies, in this model  he described the   infrared 

catastrophe in the power spectral density as a ``mirage“:

M67 revisited in N2, Selecta, 1999



Distinct from fBm and fGN: 

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

Mandelbrot 1967 was prepared in the same  period as  Mandelbrot 

and van Ness  on  fBm and fGn, which it cites  as ``to be published". 

In it contrast is clearly drawn between the sampling behaviour 

of conditionally stationary, non-Gaussian renewal process as a 1/f model and 

his stationary, Gaussian (fGn) model:



1 jump is extreme case: 
not Wiener-Khinchine

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

• M 1967 first illustrated non ergodicity with single jump in an  infinite 

interval



Also explicitly discussed non-ergodicity 
of  divergent mean waiting time case

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere



So was it W.E.B ?

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

Yes and No.

• Noted the consequences of naively interpreting a 

periodogram as a spectrum even when Wiener-

Khinchine not satisfied, and the solution to “1/f 

catastrophe”

• Derived correct expression for periodogram and 

dependence on T that Niemann et al confirmed

• Noted that fluctuations in averages were “wild” 

compared to those of fGn and had some results that I 

have yet to decode

• But saw it in a much more abstract context than the 

modern physical one-but also more generic 

• Focus was signal processing rather than physics



A neglected paper … ? 

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

• Mandelbrot 1967 received far less attention  than either papers 

on heavy tails in finance in early 1960s or the series with van 

Ness and Wallis in 1968-69 on stationary fractional Gaussian 

models for LRD. M & van Ness 1968 SIAM Review is  alone 

now ~2600 citations.

• M 67 got about 20 citations in its first 20 years (c.f. M & van 

Ness ~100) despite fact that the 1967 IEEE paper  did cite the 

1968 fGn paper and vice versa.

• Was  apparently unknown to Vit Klemes [Water Resources 

Research, 1974],  who essentially reinvented it to criticise fBm. 

Still seems relatively little known.  Citations in the 100s … last 

time I looked … after 50 years.

• Not cited  by Beran et al [2013], and while listed in the citations 

of Beran [1994] I haven’t found it in the text. 

• Some exceptions, e.g.  Lenoir, Fluctuation and Noise Letters, 

2013



… Whose time has come ? 

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

• Should we pay more attention to this class of models ? 

• Fortunately,  as I showed you, we  now are. 

• Of course, the above workers  going  much further than Mandelbrot, in a 

physics-driven context

• I think most direct value of looking back nearly 50 years to how 

Mandelbrot  saw these models is to  see how they fit into  “the panorama of 

grid-bound self-affine variability” as he later put it [Selecta, 1999, N1]. 

• Helps link  maths and physics,  the formula & the 

phenomenon, and inform future work.



Why neglected ?

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

Although he revisited the paper with  new commentary in  

Selecta Volume N [1999] dealing with multifractals and 

1/f noise, Mandelbrot neglected to mention it explicitly in 

his popular and historical accounts of  the genesis of LRD 

such as Mandelbrot and Hudson [2008]. 

Why ?

• Because it wasn’t as popular as fBm/fGn ?  

• Because it wasn’t as “beautiful” as the self-similar LRD  

kernel? 

• Because he wanted to keep it for his “day job” at IBM ?

• Or because it complicated the story of how he got from 

heavy tails in finance to fGn too much ?



Why does this matter ?

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

While it is common that ideas don’t flourish if they are far 

ahead of their time-think of Ada Lovelace for just one of 

many examples-it is perhaps not so common for such an 

crucial step in a very famous person’s output to be 

ignored. I think it does matter, because

• Almost all discussion of 1/f in stats tends to be either in 

terms of fGn (or its relative ARFIMA) or conceptually 

framed as breakpoints etc

• Almost all physics books or review papers on 1/f use 

one of the CTRW or fGn as a paradigm, and few 

compare them.

• This has affected geophysics, economics, neurology, 

…



1/f noise : why it matters,
Why it’s puzzling 

Many solutions (or one) ?

One solution: Long range 
dependent kernel, non-
Markovian,  fractional 

Gaussian noise. Physics now 
known to be the generalised 
Langevin equation, fGn is its 

noise term 

Another: Long tailed waiting times 
between switching-fractional renewal 

process/continuous time random walk.
Motivated by physics of weak 

ergodicity breaking. 

( ) ~S f f ( ) ~ Q(T)S f f 

( ) ~S f f 

• Non-ergodic route

Ergodic route



EPILOGUE: MANDELBROT’S 
PANORAMA



Fact: Wild Fluctuations

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

J. 

Business, 

1963

[S&P 500] Mantegna & 

Stanley,  Nature, 1996



Formula: Heavy tails

Light tailed 

example  

Gaussian

Heavy tailed 

example, alpha 

stable 

distribution 

which has a  

power law tail.

1(1 )( ) ~  p xx

2 2~ exp(( ) / )2xp x 

Pdf p(x).

x

(1 )) ~ ,  1p( /   x x H



Another fact: Hurst’s growth of range

Ionosphere
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Time in years

“I heard about the … Nile … in '64, ...  the variance doesn't draw like  time span as 

you take bigger and bigger integration intervals;  it goes like time to a certain power 

different from one. …  Hurst … was getting results that were incomprehensible”. 

– Mandelbrot, 1998, interviewed by Bernard Sapoval for Web of Stories

Nile minima, 622-1284
Hurst,  Nature, 1957



But what’s the formula ?

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

“This was very much noticed and the literature

grew about it … it was viewed as a major 

puzzle,

this thing which didn't work out” -Mandelbrot, 

1998.

In collected papers (Selecta) said he initially 

thought could explain Hurst’s observations with  

heavy tailed model like 1963  financial one. 

But when saw data realised  wasn’t  heavy tailed 

in amplitude ! Instead  abstracted out  property 

of self similarity,  but in spectral rather than  

amplitude  domain --- i.e. proposed a model with 

a heavy tailed power spectrum ~ 1/f, even 

down to lowest frequency. Advocated idea to 

mathematicians with van Ness (68), and 

hydrologists with Wallis (68-69).

Spectral

Density 

S(f).

Frequency f.

S(f) ~ f 



But what’s the formula ?

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

“This was very much noticed and the literature

grew about it … it was viewed as a major 

puzzle,

this thing which didn't work out” -Mandelbrot, 

1998.

In collected papers (Selecta) said he initially 

thought could explain Hurst’s observations with  

heavy tailed model like 1963  financial one. 

But when saw data realised  wasn’t  heavy tailed 

in amplitude ! Instead  abstracted out  property 

of self similarity,  but in spectral rather than  

amplitude  domain --- i.e. proposed a model with 

a heavy tailed power spectrum ~ 1/f, even 

down to lowest frequency. Advocated idea to 

mathematicians with van Ness (68), and 

hydrologists with Wallis (68-69).

Spectral

Density 

S(f).

Frequency f.

S(f) ~ f 

• The leap of imagination and abstraction from long tails

in a pdf to long tails in an acf and thus a singular power 

spectrum may seem very large … 

perhaps to large to make in one go …

Hold that thought …



Formula: fBm & fGn, 1965-
68

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

1 1
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Memory 

kernel
Gaussian 

See also 

Kolmogorov’s 

“Wiener 

Spirals and 

some other 

interesting 

curves in a 

Hilbert space” 

(1940).

And 

Mandelbrot, 

Comptes

Rendus,  1965 



Noises vs. motions

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

• Mandelbrot and van Ness [1968] proposed 

use of  fractional Brownian motion. Non 

stationary, H-self similar model. Generalises   

Wiener process,  has  spectral index  between -

1 and -3.

• … and its derivative, fractional Gaussian noise, 

which is stationary, and long range dependent.
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Fractional Brownian motion, H=0.7
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Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

[…], if infinite dependence is necessary it does not mean 

that IBM's details of ten years ago influence IBM today, 

because there's no mechanism within IBM for this 

dependence. However, IBM is not alone. The River Nile is 

[not] alone. They're just one-dimensional corners of 

immensely big systems. The behaviour of IBM stock ten 

years ago does not influence its stock today through IBM, but 

IBM the enormous corporation has changed the environment 

very strongly. The way its price varied, went up or went up 

and fluctuated, had discontinuities, had effects upon all kinds 

of other quantities, and they in turn affect us. –

Mandelbrot, interviewed in 1998 by B. Sapoval for Web of 

Stories

So what did BBM think it 
meant ?

In modern fractional Langevin models fGn is noise 

term  e.g.  Metzler et al, PCCP, 2014;  Watkins 

GRL, 2013; Taloni et al, 2010; Kupferman, 2004; 

Lutz, 2001. 



Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

[…], if infinite dependence is necessary it does not mean 

that IBM's details of ten years ago influence IBM today, 

because there's no mechanism within IBM for this 

dependence. However, IBM is not alone. The River Nile is 

[not] alone. They're just one-dimensional corners of 

immensely big systems. The behaviour of IBM stock ten 

years ago does not influence its stock today through IBM, but 

IBM the enormous corporation has changed the environment 

very strongly. The way its price varied, went up or went up 

and fluctuated, had discontinuities, had effects upon all kinds 

of other quantities, and they in turn affect us. –

Mandelbrot, interviewed in 1998 by B. Sapoval for Web of 

Stories

So what did BBM think it 
meant ?

In modern fractional Langevin models fGn is noise 

term  e.g.  Metzler et al, PCCP, 2014;  Watkins 

GRL, 2013; Taloni et al, 2010; Kupferman, 2004; 

Lutz, 2001. 

• Resolution of apparent paradox is that physical laws are 

Markovian, the infinite memory is consequence of looking 

at a piece of world ? In spirit of Mori-Zwanzig.



(Ohmic) Langevin equation

( ) ( )q tV fM q q    



Beyond the Ohmic case
In deriving Langevin equation can consider other types of reservoir oscillator 

spectral function including but not limited to power laws :

( )  

where s 1 is super-Ohmic

and   s 1 is sub-Ohmic

sJ  




In the presence of a memory in the heat bath  we then have generalised 

Langevin equation of the form:

.. .

0
'(q) ( ) ( ) ( )

t

q V M dt t t t f tM q      
Where  memory kernel rho replaces  constant eta [e.g. Kupferman, 2004; 

Caldeira, 2010] 



Fractional Langevin equation
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The many faces of “1/f”

Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

• Late in his life, Mandelbrot re-emphasised that the formula 
wasn’t the fact, and the property of self-similarity seen in his 
most famous models wasn’t the whole story. “Reducing the 
notion of  “1/f noise" to self-affinity ... shows it to be very 
severely underspecified”- Selecta volume N, 1999. 

• Why was he saying this ? Because his eyes told him to: “Like 
the ear, the eye is very sensitive to features that the spectrum 
does not reflect. Seen side by side, different 1/f noises, 
Gaussian, dustborne and multifractal, obviously differ from 
one another”- Selecta, op cit.



So what were these   models ?

• Additive, stable, models extending fGn like  fractional 
hyperbolic model of Mandelbrot & Wallis [1969].

• Multiplicative, multifractal models exhibiting volatility 
bunching as well as 1/f spectra and fat tails-1972 
(turbulence), 1990s (finance).

• And the class he referred to as  “dustborne”:  the least 
known of his papers, from 1963-67, though closely 
related to the Alternating Fractional Renewal Process, 
the CTRW and modern work on weak ergodicity
breaking. 

• We’ll very briefly recap first two, then dwell on last 
one.



Ionosphere

MagnetosphereMandelbrot & Wallis [1969] first attempt to unify  long range memory 

kernel of fGn with heavy tailed amplitude fluctuations  - called it 

“fractional hyperbolic” model because of its power law tails.

Anticipated today’s versatile linear fractional stable noises, but it 

didn’t satisfy him completely for problems he was looking at.

Additive fractional stable 
class



Multiplicative  multifractal 
cascades

Many systems have aggregation, but not by an additive 
route. Classic example is turbulence. 

One indicator is a  lognormal or stretched exponential  
pdf

Selecta 

Volume N

1999



Multifractals and volatility clustering

another is correlations between the 
absolute values of the time series-
or here, in ionospheric data,  the 
first differences.
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Watkins et al, in “Extreme Events and Natural Hazards”, 2012
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Hurst 
effect

Will today  distinguish 
three things often taken 
as same 

• Observed growth of 
range in time series: 
“Hurst effect”
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Theme

(S)LRD

1/f 

Hurst 
effect

Will today  distinguish three 
things often taken as same 
• Observed growth of range 

in time series: “Hurst 
effect”

• Observation of a singularity 
at zero in Fourier spectra: 
“1/f”

• The long range dependence 
seen in stationary 1/f case: 
(S)LRD. 

• Using 1/f as a diagnostic of 
LRD assumes stationarity



Fact: Anomalous growth of range

Hurst 
Effect

Hurst,  Nature, 1957

“I heard about the … Nile … in '64, ...  the variance doesn't draw like 

time span as you take bigger and bigger integration intervals; 

it goes like time to a certain power different from one. …  Hurst …

was getting results that were incomprehensible”. – Mandelbrot. ‘98



Formula: Long Range Dependence

(S)LRD

Hurst 
Effect

• Mandelbrot, van Ness, and 
Wallis, 1965-69  

• First [history in Graves et al, 
arXiv, 2014a] demonstration 
that Hurst effect could be 
explained by  stationary long 
range dependent process

• Model, fractional Gaussian 
noise [see also Kolmogorov’s
“Wiener Spiral”], had singular 
spectral density at lowest 
frequencies.

'( ) ~ S f f



1/f without (S)LRD

(S)LRD

1/f 

Hurst 
effect

• Before (S)LRD models, 
Mandelbrot [1963-67] 
had proposed other 1/f 
models which were not 
stationary LRD in same 
sense as fGn.

• Solved 1/f paradox by a 
different route. Still 
little known in the 
geosciences [but see 
Klemes, WRR, 1974].



Berger & Mandelbrot, 1963



Mandelbrot 1965



Ionosphere

Magnetosphere

Mandelbrot, Fifth Berkeley Symposium on 

Probability,1965.


